REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN!

DANCE

Camps | Workshops | Evening Classes

camp descriptions
“WERK!” Technique Intensive:
Get ready to WERK! At this four day intensive focusing on technique, flexibility, and strengthening. This camp is a great
opportunity to spend the time working on being an all around dancer. The main genres focused will be jazz, ballet, and
modern/contemporary fusions. Leaps, turns, stretch & strength will be sprinkled throughout offering a well rounded schedule
of all typical technical classes you see during our normal dance year. Dancers will be pushed to be their best selves both
technically, physically and mentally. HIGHLY encouraged for dancers that would like to join our performance and competitive
companies!
Ages: 7+
Technique level: at least 1+ year of experience in a ballet, jazz, or modern/contemporary class
Teachers: current Stage Images faculty with opportunities to add Guest Teachers to schedule
Dress Code: leotard, tights, leggings, two pieces, tight fitting clothing; jazz shoes, half-soles, ballet shoes
Hip Hop Moves & Grooves:
Week long camp focusing on varying styles and techniques of hip hop! Each day will result in learning a new style/technique
where students will be able to demonstrate new moves adding to their vocabulary of hip hop moves. Dancers will study the
history of hip hop and how it is known as its own culture.
Ages: 7+
Level: at least 5 months or more in a hip hop class or other dance class
Teachers: current Stage Images faculty with opportunities to add Guest Teachers to schedule
Princess Camp:
Who doesn’t want to be a princess for the week? Dancers will be able to enjoy a new princess every day with stories, dances,
and fun crafts to do! This is a creative movement based class with ballet emphasis. Dance vocabulary will be used as well as
plenty of imagination!
Ages 4-6
Level: any
Teachers: current Stage Images faculty

Camp descriptions
Dance Sampler:
Not sure what genre of dance to take? Never taken a dance class before? This camp is designed just for that. Explore
two dance genres, learning styles, technique, history, and vocabulary. Genres/styles included will be jazz, tap, ballet, hip
hop, and modern/contemporary fusion. These are introductory classes designed to guide students to select classes for
the fall or just to try something new!
Ages 6+
Level: Beginner
Teachers: current Stage Images faculty
Creative Movement & Stories:
Let’s dance, tell stories, and have fun with our littlest of dancers. Class will entail dancing with props, using imagination
and creativity in their movement across the floor. Each day a new book will be read, music selected to represent the
story and theme of the day. Dancers will work on their coordination, listening skills, and social skills.
Ages 2.5 to 5
Level: any
Teachers: Current Stage Images faculty

